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Abstract: The partially shaded photovoltaic (PSPV) condition reduces the generated power and
contributes to hot spot problems that may lead to breakdown of shaded modules. PSPV generates
multiple peak, one global one and many other local peaks. Many efficient, accurate and reliable
maximum power point tracker (MPPT) techniques are used to track the global peak instead of local
peaks. The proposed technique is not limited to global peak tracking, but rather it is capable of
tracking the sum of all peaks of the PV arrays using an interleaved boost converter (IBC). The proposed
converter has been compared with the state of the art conventional control method that uses a
conventional boost converter (CBC). The converters used in the two PSPV systems are interfaced
with electric utility using a three-phase inverter. The simulation findings prove superiority of the
PSPV with IBC compared to the one using CBC in terms of power quality, reliability, mismatch power
loss, DC-link voltage stability, efficiency and flexibility. Also, IBC alleviates partial shading effects
and extracts higher power compared to the one using CBC. The results have shown a remarkable
increase in output generated power of a PSPV system for the three presented scenarios of partial
shading by 61.6%, 30.3% and 13%, respectively, when CBC is replaced by IBC.

Keywords: partially shaded photovoltaic; conventional boost converter; interleaved boost converter;
maximum power point tracker; utility grid; mismatch loss

1. Introduction

Solar photovoltaic (PV) energy systems are considered as some of the most promising options
of the renewable generation systems (RGSs) which are clean, abundant, noise free and friendly to
the environment compared to the conventional energy resources such as natural gas, fossil fuel, coal,
etc. For these reasons, RGSs, especially solar and wind, are attracting interest all over the world.
In addition, tracking the maximum power from these RGSs and choosing a suitable power electronics
converter that matches the utility grid requirements are considered to be a hot development area as it
can improve the system’s efficiency, reliability, power quality and flexibility [1–4].

Partial shading (PS) occurs when some cells or modules of a PV system are partially or totally
shaded due to aging, damage, dust, moving clouds during the day or neighboring buildings and
towers. Some reasons may appear with time and cause PS after the installation of the PV energy
system. The shaded PV modules have a negative effect on the generated output power and overall
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efficiency of the PV system. Furthermore, hot-spot and thermal breakdown problems may occur,
where the protection of the PV modules using bypass diodes is inevitable [5–8]. Under partial
shading conditions (PSCs), the P-V characteristic contains one global peak (GP) and many local peaks
(LPs) instead of the unique peak under uniform conditions as shown in the P-V characteristic of
Figure 1. Conventional MPPT techniques such as Hill Climbing (HC), Perturb and Observe (P&O),
and Incremental Conductance (IC) [9–15] are quite simple to implement and acceptable in tracking
the unique MPP under uniform conditions. However, they are not efficient in tracking the GP under
PSCs as they do not have the ability and intelligence to distinguish between LPs and GP. Additionally,
solar irradiance with rapid fluctuations can cause these MPPT techniques to track the MPP direction
inaccurately [16–20]. The power losses of the PV system due to PSCs or inaccurate GP tracking is
extraordinarily high, and may exceed 70% of the total generated power. Consequently, tracking the GP
is of interest in order to achieve high power efficiency, less power losses, and high output power [21].
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In recent years, many studies have been carried out to track the GP instead of LPs using efficient
soft computing techniques to improve the maximum power extracted and overall efficiency [22–32].
These techniques differ in terms of simplicity, cost, design, performance, tracking speed, efficiency,
robustness and accuracy. In addition, each technique has its own merits and demerits. For example,
Titri et al. proposed a new bio-inspired (BI) technique called ant colony optimization based on a new
pheromone update (ACO_NPU) to track the GP under PSC [22]. The obtained ACO_NPU MPPT was
analyzed, investigated and compared to conventional the P&O MPPT technique and MPPT artificial
intelligence (AI)-based techniques such as artificial neural network (ANN), fuzzy logic controller (FLC),
artificial neural fuzzy interface (ANFIS) and fuzzy logic genetic algorithm (FL-GA) MPPT techniques.
It was also compared with the BI particle swarm optimization (PSO) and ACO. The results showed
superior performance of BI methods like ACO, and PSO in terms of convergence speed, accuracy,
stability and robustness [22]. On the other hand, an improved PSO technique, IPSO [23–25] is used
for tracking the GP accurately and almost without oscillation due to the cooperation and competition
between particles. It updates the particle’s speed and position continuously to track the GP through
sending the optimal duty cycle to the DC-DC converter [23,26–29]. Finally, the researchers in [30–33]
proved the effectiveness of the AI techniques such as ANN, FLC, genetic algorithm (GA) and hybrid
techniques (e.g., neuro-fuzzy or ANFIS and FL optimized by GA) in terms of accuracy, quick response,
flexibility, power consumption and implementation simplicity. In spite of the capability of these
modern MPPT techniques to track the GP, it is still lower than the sum of all individual peaks of the
PSPV system. An interleaved boost converter (IBC) interfaced with multi-PV arrays is one of the
most effective solutions to mitigate PS effects and enhance the ability to extract the maximum power
available from the whole PSPV system, which are newly introduced in this paper. Using IBC, the whole
PV system performance is improved in terms of power quality, reliability, DC-link voltage stability
and overall efficiency. It can be used for high voltage, high current, and high power applications in
different industrial purposes. In addition, IBC has many attractive features such as: (i) minimal input
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current ripples; (ii) boosting the output voltage to higher levels; (iii) reducing the thermal stresses on
the devices; (iv) lower current stress on the power switches and inductance hence; reducing the passive
components size; (v) higher output power and efficiency; and (vi) higher power density [34–39].

In one of the earliest works on interleaved DC-DC converters they were used over 40 years
ago to design a power supply for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory [40]. Benyahia et al. investigated
the P&O MPPT performance with IBC for fuel cell generators supplying electricity to a power
train [41]. In another study, Arango et al. proposed asymmetrical interleaved DC-DC converters and
a voltage multiplier cells combined together (boost, buck-boost and flyback-based) for PV and fuel
cell applications to achieve high output voltage and ripple reduction in the generator and load [42].
However, variable DC-link voltage was generated and two DC-DC converters were used for each PV
array that resulted in total cost increase. A study by Deihimi et al. also investigated the performance
of variable IBC (series-connected) but it interfaced with multi energy sources of different outputs [43].
Although variable IBC provides higher voltage gains in addition to a wide range of applications
from low to high voltage/power, the DC-link voltage is unstable (variable) [44]. Hence, the whole
system will operate in asymmetric condition and the maximum power generated from PSPV cannot
be captured. Therefore, variable IBC is not able to mitigate and fix the DC-link voltage variations.
As a result, it is not preferred to be applied with the PSPV system where the irradiance of all PV
modules/strings/arrays is different, and the output voltage/current of each DC-DC converter is not
the same. Hence, fixed IBC is the best choice to enhance the stability of DC-link voltage. Recently, many
literature studies [45–55] have been done to prove the superiority of the interleaved DC-DC converters
compared to the CBC with constant input power in terms of ripples, energy savings, efficiency, steady
state, electromagnetic emission, and reliability. For example, the researchers in [47,50,52] have shown
the possibility of using IBC with PV in terms of reliability evaluation, ripple reduction and faster
transient response. However, they performed their studies on standalone PV without PS in order
to highlight the IBC performance where the input power is constant, which is different under PSCs.
On the other hand, the researchers in [43,45,46,48,53] demonstrated the possibility of using IBC for high
voltage applications compared to the CBC, whereas, Rehman et al. introduced a detailed comparisons
of interleaved DC-DC converter topologies in terms of cost, reliability, flexibility and efficiency that
can be used in renewable energy applications [54]. The latter proved that buck and boost are more
reliable, less cost and more efficient while Cuk and single-ended primary-inductor converter (SEPIC)
converters are more flexible than others as they are ripple free and able to increase or decrease the
output voltage. Finally, Ngai-Man et al. proved the better performance of a two-phase IBC using
the SiC diodes compared to IBC using the Si diodes in addition to high efficiency and high power
density [55]. This is supported by the study of Mouli et al. which revealed that higher power density
was obtained with SiC IBC (2.5 times) compared to the Si IBC interfaced with the 10-kW PV for tracking
the MPP [56].

On the basis of this comprehensive literature review, the study shown in this paper may be
counted as the first study to show the improvement of PSPV system performance in case of PSC using
IBC. It is an effective and efficient solution, not only to remedy the PS effects but also to extract the
summation of individual maximum power available from each PV array branches which is greater
than the GP tracked from the PSPV system with CBC. The performance of IBC interfaced with multi
partially shaded photovoltaic (PSPV) arrays interconnected to the utility grid—which has never been
done before—will be analyzed and investigated in this paper. To achieve this purpose, performance
comparisons between the proposed PSPV system with IBC and another PSPV system with CBC have
been carried out and investigated in terms of power quality, reliability, mismatch power loss and
overall efficiency. Also, future enlargements of the PV system can be easily adopted where multi-PV
arrays can be added easily as an add-on option with their own boost converter into the existing PV
system. Finally, the adequacy of whether the variable or fixed interleaved DC-DC converter is adequate
or not to PSPV grid connected will be investigated. As a result, the best IBC topology to achieve the
DC-link voltage regulation and extract the maximum power available from the whole PSPV system
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interfaced with the utility grid is determined and presented. The findings of this study can open
the door for the PV designers and researchers to adopt IBC that interfaced with the PSPV system to
maximize the output power generated.

2. Description of the PSPV Systems with and without IBC

2.1. Grid-Connected PSPV Energy System with CBC

Figure 2 shows a PV energy conversion system, where the PV array is connected to the utility
grid through CBC and three-phase inverter. Inputs to the PV array are Sun irradiance (W/m2) and
cell temperature (◦C). Three PV arrays WITH three different radiations are used to represent the PSCs.
As a consequence of PSCs, multiple peaks are generated; three peaks; and the occurrence of the GP
is at different places of the P-V curve. Three different shading patterns with three different cases
(Case 1; GP at the beginning, Case 2; GP at the middle, Case 3; GP at the end) are used successively.
The first shading pattern (GP at the beginning) is followed by the second shading pattern (GP at the
middle) which is followed by the last shading pattern (GP at the end) as shown in Figure 3. Each PV
array contains 54 parallel strings and 5 series modules per string with a peak power of 50 kW; hence
the maximum power available from the whole PV energy system is 150 kW. In this PSPV system,
the improved or deterministic PSO (DPSO) is used as an efficient GP tracker to track the GP power.
This goal has been achieved via searching the optimal duty cycle of the CBC that extracts the GP as
shown in Figure 3. Nevertheless, tracking the GP power does not mean that the maximum power
available from the PSPV system has been achieved. The GP power is always less than the summation of
maximum power available from the individual arrays of PSPV energy system which will be discussed
in the simulation results section. The mismatch loss index, MML which determines the relation
between the maximum power of the whole system and the sum of all peaks can give an indication
about the power quality. It can be calculated mathematically as follows [7]:

MML =
Maximum Power of the whole system

N
∑
1

Pmax(i)
(1)

where, i is the index for PV modules and N is the total number of PV modules/arrays.
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2.2. Grid-Connected PSPV Energy System with IBC

Multi-PV arrays which are interconnected to the utility grid through IBC and pulse width
modulation voltage source converter (PWM-VSC) are shown in Figure 4. The idea behind using
IBC interfaced with multi-PV arrays is to reduce the ripple current, improve the power quality, regulate
the DC-link voltage, and enable the use of independent MPPT control of each PV array to achieve
higher output generated power and increase the overall efficiency. Also, this proposed PV system
remedies and alleviates the PS effects related to the maximum power of the system and its efficiency.
Each PV array works at its own MPP that is being tracked by a separate MPP tracker through providing
the duty cycle to its own boost converter. Different duty cycles are provided for each branch of the
IBC where a separate MPP tracker P&O is used for each PV array to track its unique MPP as shown in
Figure 4. Hence, the proposed multi-PV with IBC works at its MPP and the total maximum power
delivered by this PSPV system is the summation of all peaks which is greater than the GP tracked from
the previous PSPV system with CBC as will be shown later in the simulation results section.
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The simulations of the two PSPV energy systems with and without IBC are carried out using
MATLAB/Simulink (ver2016, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). The same three PV-arrays with the same
characteristics and inputs (Irradiance and temperature) of the previous PSPV system with CBC are
used here to investigate, analyze and compare the response and performance of the two proposed PV
systems. The purpose of these comparisons and analysis is to determine the best choice of a boost
converter to deal with the PS in terms of output power generated, power quality, DC-link voltage
stability and participation of PS mitigation. The inverter active and reactive power output can be
controlled according to the following equations [57]:

Pout =

√
3 ma Vdc Vsys

2
√

2XT
sin(δ) (2)

Qout =

√
3 VdcVsys

2
√

2XT
cos(δ)−

(
Vsys

)2

XT
(3)

where; Vsys is the utility voltage, XT is the reactance between the inverter and utility system, Vdc is the
DC-link voltage and δ is the inverter voltage angle.

3. Maximum Power Point Tracking under Partial Shading Conditions

3.1. Particle Swarm Optimization Technique

The particle swarm optimization (PSO) technique represents one of the most efficient BI techniques.
It can track the GP accurately with low oscillation. The GP tracking depends on the particle’s velocity
and position which are renewed and updated to track the GP instead of LPs by sending the duty cycle
to the boost converter [22–25]. Each particle in the swarm has mainly two variables; the position vector
xi

k and the velocity vector vi
k and the new position can be calculated as follows [23]:

xi
k+1 = xi

k + vi
k+1 (4)

The new position of the particle is determined through calculating the velocity using current
position xi

k, particle velocity vi
k, and global best position Gbest as follows:

vi
k+1 = ωvi

k + c1r1

(
Pbest i − xi

k
)
+ c2r2

(
Gbest − xi

k
)

(5)

where, ω is the inertia weight that determines the research area. It can be set to constant value (0.5)
or variable to accelerate the GP tracking [24]. c1 and c2 are the acceleration coefficients where, c1 is
self-confidence and c2 is swarm-confidence. The range of c1 varies from 1.5 to 2 while the range of c2

varies from 2 to 2.5 [58]. Authors in [23] used the duty cycles of the DC-DC converter as the positions
of the PSO particles. The PSO algorithm begins the search by sending initial duty cycles to the DC-DC
converter and the obtained PV voltage and current are used to compute the Pbest and Gbest values as
shown in the PSO flowchart in Figure 5. The new duty cycles are computed using the velocity and
position equations, based on Equations (4) and (5).

Some authors [27–29,59,60] used the conventional PSO which is able to handle PSCs and track
the GP accurately, but they discovered that it is low during the steady state oscillations [24]. As a
result, others in [25,61] have added some modifications to it. Later an improved or a deterministic PSO
(DPSO) was proposed to improve the tracking capability of the conventional PSO, where the random
number in the velocity equation is removed as follows [25]:

vi
k+1 = ωvi

k +
(

Pbest i − xi
k
)
+

(
Gbest − xi

k
)

(6)

vi
k+1 = ωvi

k +
(

Pbest i + Gbest − 2xi
k
)

(7)
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The DPSO has many advantages compared to the conventional PSO such as simple structure,
more satisfactory performance and furthermore a consistent solution can be achieved for smaller
number of particles. Also, only one parameter needs to be tuned (the inertia weight). Additionally, the
DPSO has faster tracking speed, robust, and almost zero steady-state oscillation compared to HC or any
other MPPT techniques [25]. On the other hand, Soltani et al. proved the superiority performance of
conventional PSO, IPSO, quantum inspired PSO, QPSO, vector evaluated PSO, VEPSO and PSO with
time varying acceleration coefficients, PSOTVAC techniques in terms of fast response and high accuracy
compared to the conventional P&O technique. Also, conventional PSO has the fastest response among
all PSO techniques and PSOTVAC is more accurate in tracking the GP than others [61]. According to
the literature [23,25,26,28,29,62–64], the results proved the significant performance of the BI techniques
especially PSO, cuckoo search optimization (CSO), Modified firefly (MFA) and ACO to track the GP
in all cases of PS in terms of convergence speed, accuracy, stability and robustness. As a result, the
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maximum power extraction from the grid-connected PSPV energy system with CBC is carried out
using DPSO technique. The DPSO logic steps used in the simulation is summarized as follows:

• Step 1 (DPSO initialization): Send the initial duty cycles to CBC of the PSPV system one by one
and collect the related power values.

• Step 2 (Updating the velocity and position of particles): Update the position and velocity for
each particle using Equations (4), and (7), respectively, and consequently get the new values of
duty cycles.

• Step 3 (Fitness evaluation): Send the new values of duty cycles to the PSPV system and collect the
related power values.

• Step 4 Evaluate the Pbest,i, Gbest and their associated particle’s position (duty cycles), then; go back
to Step 2.

3.2. Perturb and Observe Technique

The maximum power from the grid-connected PSPV energy system with IBC can be tracked easily
and efficiently using P&O technique. As shown previously in Figure 4, independent MPP tracker is
used for each PV array to track its unique MPP. Multi-PV arrays interfaced with IBC does not only
alleviate and mitigate the negative effects of PS but also guarantees that each PV array branch works
at its own MPP and the total maximum power extracted from this system is the sum of all peaks
of individual arrays. Tracking the maximum power from the multi-PV arrays is achieved through
controlling the duty cycles of the IBC separately where three different duty cycles are sent from the
three MPP trackers.

The P&O based MPPT uses the operating voltage perturbation of the array and observes the output
power variation. If the power increased with the last voltage increment, then the next perturbation
must be kept in the same direction as shown in Figure 6. On the other hand, if the voltage increment
reduces the power, the next perturbation must be reversed. The maximum power is achieved when
dP/dV = 0 [65,66]. Figure 7 shows the flow chart of P&O technique.
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4. Simulation Results and Discussion

The two different grid-connected PSPV systems are simulated in MATLAB/Simulink (V2016).
The first PV system consists of three PSPV arrays having the same characteristics with a total maximum
power of 150 kW. Three different shading patterns are selected to cover all possible PSC cases (GP at
the beginning, GP at the middle and GP at the end). Each PV array consists of five series-connected
modules per string and 54 parallel strings. The I-V & P-V curves of each PV array are shown in Figure 8
and the main characteristic of the module used (CRM185S156P-54 Sunperfect Solar, 3101 N 1st St #107,
San Jose, CA, USA) is shown in Table 1.
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For comparison purposes, the power circuit and inputs of the two PSPV systems are the same,
except for the DC-DC converter. The first PSPV system contains three PSPV arrays is interconnected to
the grid through CBC and three-phase inverter as shown previously in Figure 2. DPSO technique is
used to track the GP via sending the duty cycle to the CBC, whereas, the second PV system contains
the same three PSPV arrays interconnected to the grid through IBC and three-phase inverter as shown
previously in Figure 4. A separate P&O MPPT tracker is used to track the peak power for each PV
array individually and the total power generated from this system is equal to the summation of all
peaks also shown previously in Figure 4. In addition, a fixed IBC (parallel) is used not only to share the
currents among inductors but also to regulate and stabilize the DC-link voltage. Hence, IBC performed
well compared to CBC in terms of power generated, efficiency, reliability, flexibility, reduction in size
and total cost of the generated power. Also, future enlargements of the PV system can be adopted
where multi-PV arrays can be added easily as an add-on option with their own boost converter into
the existing PV system. Therefore, the incorporation of the IBC instead of CBC under partial shading
will attain more technical and economical benefits.

Table 1. The electrical characteristics of Sunperfect Solar CRM185S156P-54 module.

Maximum power (Pmax) 185.22 W
Cells per Module 54

Open-circuit voltage (Voc) 32.2 V
Short-circuit current (Isc) 7.89 A

Voltage at maximum power point (VMPP) 25.2 V
Current at maximum power point (IMPP) 7.35 A

Different radiation on each PV array generates different power from one PV array to another
and multiple peaks will be generated as shown in Table 2. A comparison between the actual power
captured with the theoretical one for the three different PS cases is shown in Table 2. The theoretical
power is the summation of individual peaks power of the three PV arrays. The actual power generated
equals to the GP power in the case of the first PSPV system with CBC, whereas the actual power
generated equals to the summation of individual peaks of the three PV arrays in the case of the second
PSPV system with IBC which is higher than GP in all cases of PS as shown in Table 2. On the other
hand, MML is calculated based on Equation (1) for the two PSPV systems for comparison purposes.
As the MML increases, the actual generated power from the PV system also increases and vice versa.
Therefore, improving the MML represents a priority to extract high output power generated and
improve the power quality. Tracking the GP instead of LPs will improve the MML, but does not
guarantee the extraction of the maximum power available from the whole PV system. The proposed
PV system with IBC works at its MPP and each PV array works at its own MPP, the MML is 100%
regardless of whether PS occurred or not as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Mismatch loss comparisons of the three PS different cases with and without IBC.

PS Cases
Case 1

(GP at the Beginning)
Case 2

(GP in the Middle)
Case 3

(GP at the End)

Ir (W/m2) MP (kW) Ir (W/m2) MP (kW) Ir (W/m2) MP (kW)

PV arrays
PV array 1 1000 50 800 40.5 1000 50
PV array 2 400 20.6 400 20.6 700 35.6
PV array 3 200 10.2 700 35.6 900 45.3

With CBC
Theoretical Power (kW) 80.8 96.7 130.9

Actual Power (kW) 50 74 116
MML 38.5% 40.5% 44.8%

With IBC
Theoretical Power (kW) 80.8 96.7 130.9

Actual Power (kW) 80.8 96.7 130.9
MML 100% 100% 100%
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Figure 9a shows both the theoretical and actual powers generated from the PV system with CBC,
whereas Figure 9b shows both the theoretical and actual powers generated from the PV system with
IBC. It is concluded that there is a significant reduction in the actual power generated from the PSPV
system with CBC compared to the theoretical power. In contrast, the theoretical and actual powers
generated from the PV system with IBC are almost of equal values. Hence, the overall efficiency and
the PV system reliability with IBC are improved. Figure 10 shows the actual power generated from the
PSPV system with CBC and IBC for the three cases of PS (GP at the beginning, GP at the middle and GP
at the end). Fortunately, the actual power generated from the PSPV system with IBC is higher by 61.6%,
30.3% and 13%, respectively, compared to the one generated from PSPV system with CBC for the three
PSCs, respectively. This emphasizes that the PSPV system with IBC has high power quality through
harvesting high generated power and low power losses under PSCs. This can help and support
effectively in overcoming the challenges that face the radial distribution system such as the continuous
growth of the load demand and how to supply it through renewable distributed generation.
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of PS.

Figure 11 shows the three different duty cycles (D1, D2 and D3) that are sent to the IBC as
illustrated previously in Figure 3. Each duty cycle tracks the peak power of its own PV array
individually and the total generated power is the summation of all peaks. Figure 12 shows the DC-link
voltage (IBC output voltage) which is almost equal to the reference voltage value; 500 V. Hence, fixed
IBC enhances the stability and regulation of the DC-link voltage which improves the power quality
and stability of the system. The DC-link voltage is regulated and controlled through the three duty
cycles while the active and reactive power control are controlled through the modulation index and
duty cycles as shown in Figures 12 and 13. Our findings revealed the superiority in performance of
multi PSPV with IBC compared to PSPV with CBC in terms of generated power, reliability, DC-link
voltage stability and flexibility.
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5. Conclusions

Partial shading (PS) reduces the generated power from PV systems considerably compared to the
generation during healthy conditions. Bypass diodes are connected across each PV module to protect
the shaded modules or arrays from destruction due to hot-spot effect. In this case, multiple peaks (one
GP and many LPs) are generated. Tracking the GP power using efficient soft computing techniques
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based on MPPT does not guarantee the extraction of the maximum power available from the PSPV
system with CBC. Therefore, the main goal of this study is to propose an effective and efficient solution
using IBC, which is not limited to mitigate or alleviate PS effects but also to extract the maximum
power available from the whole PSPV system with 100% MML. The second aim of this study is to
investigate the performance of IBC interfaced with the PSPV grid-connected compared to the one using
CBC. Multi PSPV arrays with IBC using P&O MPP tracker can extract the maximum power available
of the whole PV system which is equal to the summation of all peaks of the PV arrays. Whereas, multi
PSPV arrays with CBC can extract the GP using DPSO MPP tracker which is lower than the maximum
power available from the whole system. The most obvious finding to emerge from this study is that,
the power generated from the PSPV system can be increased by 61.6% (Case 1; GP at the beginning),
30.3% (Case 2; GP in the middle) and 13% (Case 3; GP at the end) respectively from the PSPV system
by adopting IBC instead of CBC. The results of this investigation have shown that the IBC guarantees
the extraction of the maximum power available from the PSPV system with 100% MML, which cannot
be attained using CBC. Consequently, an overall efficiency improvement of the presented system was
obviously achieved. Furthermore, sharing the input current among the inductors using IBC enhances
the PV system’s reliability and efficiency. As a result, significant reduction in size and cost is achieved.
In addition, power losses can reach 70% of the total generated power with CBC under PSCs, whereas
IBC guarantees the extraction of the maximum power available from the PSPV system. Hence, IBC
enhances the power quality and reliability of the PSPV system. On the other hand, fixed IBC is similar
to the parallel circuit where it enhances the stability of the DC-link voltage. These findings show the
superior performance of the proposed PSPV with IBC system compared to the PSPV with CBC in
terms of generated power, power quality (less power losses), reliability, efficiency and flexibility.
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Nomenclature

xi
k Position vector of PSO;

vi
k Velocity vector of PSO;

ω Inertia weight;
c1 and c2 The acceleration coefficients;
VPV (i) PV voltage for each particle;
IPV (i) PV current for each particle;
PPV (i) PV output power for each particle;
dP/dV Slope of the P-V curve;
IMPP Current at maximum power point;
VMPP Voltage at maximum power point;
MP Maximum power generated;
Ir irradiance (W/m2);
MML Mismatch loss index;
PSPV Partially Shaded Photovoltaic;
GP global peak;
LPs local peaks;
MPPT Maximum Power Point Tracker;
IBC Interleaved Boost Converter; and
CBC Conventional Boost Converter.
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